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Thanongjit (6A) & Chamnan (6A2) & Wankhwan (6A) Thiemjun 
�/�Y��&�?Á7�&?�??�·T�Y?� 
[Thailand/ $7-{] 

Toe Thiemjuns began their Kangen Business back in April 2012 
when they witnessed the 'Water Experiment" They were amazed 
by the power of Kangen Water and bought a Levelukthe very next 
week, and thus began their journey into the Kangen Business. 

Since then, the family has been working as a team to spread 
Kangen. Chamnan and his daughter, Wankhwan, first reached 6A 
back in 2013 and this year, as he stepped up to 6A2, his wife, 
Thanongjit, also joined the 6A rank. They have become the 
leading force ofEnagic Business in Thailand. (Cont'd on PS) 
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leading Distributor Opens 
Kangen Shop in Hong Kong! 
w•0fi�Dffi��-��3�7�Hm! 

On August 3, a leading distributor, Cathy Ng, opened a 
Kangen Shop in the downtown area of Hong Kong. Many 
people arrived on opening day to celebrate this special 
occasion. The shop, named "Water World," is located on the 
first floor and has a bright and spacious interior, making it 
perfect for her distribution activities. "I am finally able to open 
my very own Kangen Shop," declares Cathy, who also 
expresses her determination to "make further efforts in 
promoting Kangen." 

:15YJl, 
Brasil 

Conuratulations! To our verv 
First &A in Brazil! 
.,.'5S/Jl,IJ06 All!E ! 

SAMUEL GUILHERME DA SILVA 

This past July, Samuel 
Guilherme Da Silva has 
become our very first 6A 
distributor in Brazil. Da Silva, 
43, resides in Campo Grande, 
the capital city of Mato Grosso 
do Sul, a state located in the 
Mid-Western region of Brazil. 
One of the most notable ethnic 
groups in Campo Grande is the 
immigrants from Okinawa, so it 
seems almost as if it were fate 
that brought Da Silva to 
pursue a career with Enagic, a 

company with its history rooted in Okinawa. 
Da Silva is eager to develop his business further and with 

the force of our new 6A, Enagic is sure to expand across this 
great nation with a thriving population of over 200 mi Ilion. 
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6A SON BHD • STEPHANIE HAMMIE (USA) · MUSTAFA BIN SAREH (Malaysia) 
·MOHAMMAD· (Ganada) • KAN GEN SYNERGY (Malaysia) ·LARRY G GAY (USA) ·GISELLE GLITIERREZ (Philippines) 

PIRHAYATI SON BHD ·DAVID G LEE (USA) · ELMA KRJSTOFFERSON (Phmppines) 

·GLASS OF LIFE (Ganada) • NOBLEWORTH (Malaysia) ·ANCA GODRI (USA) • AMELlA ARLYN CHING (Phitippines) 

HEALTH CORP. RESOURCES •SANDRA M BUENO (USA) ·CHEONG SOO MAY (Malaysia) 

·LETICIA N. OLIVAR (Ganada) ·NG KOKONN (Malaysia) • EXULTO AQUATICS (USA) · ROBERT F. PETERSON (USA) 

· CHRISTINE RENE (Ganada) • JENNIFER BRAND (Malaysia) LLC · MAGIC DRTNKING (USA) 

LOWERY ·CHONG WAN SHYAN (Malaysia) ·MARY GRACE D. (USA) WATERLLC 
·DOMINJQUE (EU} • LOIM SIAW CHOONG (Malaysia) PAMPO · LORI VALENT!NE (USA) 

HENNEQUEZ · LATIFAH BINTI (Malaysia) • WATER MIRACLE (USA) ·GOOD LIVING (USA) 

• PUISSEGUR JEAN (EU) SHAHROM INC INTERNATIONAI.MAR 
BAPTISTE ·YAPWEEJIE (Malaysia) ·JOSE N FLORES (USA) KETING SYSTEMS IN 

·KATE O BRIEN (EU) ·00! POH KHUAN (Malaysia) •SUNDEEN (USA) • AMIR NOORPOUR (Ganada} 

• MARLON ESPIRITU (EUl • MOHAMED SUFIAN (Malaysial ENTERPRISES INC 
·STUWART CASTRO (EUl BIN MOHAMED TAIB • LORl C. ELLIS (USA) 

6A22 • ROSALIE ANO RES (EU) • EDWAN RIZAL BfN (Malaysia) ·KEVIN D. LO (USA) 

·LEE YIN CH! (HongKong} JOHARI • ITERLING SOTO (USA) ·NG SIU HUNG WENDY (HongKong) 
·J ANO K SERVICE (Hong Kong} · SARAH BINTI AB CHAFAR (Malaysial • FREDERICK PAMPO (USA) · YELLOW PINEWOOD (Phifippines) 
· HUNG SIU MAN (Hong Kong) ·GUNTHER GUTIERREZ (Philippinesl DEV.CORP 
·CHANYUKWA (HongKong) ·CLARENCE ANG (Philippines) 

·KENNETH LEE AN·ilAN (Malaysia) • PLATINUM WATER ASIA (HongKongl · ROWENA CAMACHO (Philippinesl 
• MENG QING HUI (HongKong} ·GEMMA CAABAY NEWN (Philippinesl 6A2 · VITAL LIGHT RESOURC (USA) 

· MARIA GORETTY (Indonesia) • ELSIE BARRIOS (Phifippines) ESLLC 
·EDDY ANITA (Indonesia) ·TANG CHUI FUNG (Singapore) ·RENO ROMA (EU) ·TERI VELMONTE (USA) 

·CV. KANGEN (Indonesia) THERESA • SCUBA NETWORK LTD. (HongKong) 

GLOBALINDO • SAM LIM SOON (Singapore) ·TI-IBA MAGDAIENA (Indonesia) 

· JETHRO PARAPAT SE (Indonesia) HENG GUNAWAN 6A23 
·NURUL QOMARIYAH (Indonesia) · PAWARAT DUANG (Thailand) • ASPECJ1JS SDN BHD (Malaysia) 

• CV. SUPER WATER (Indonesia) RUEDEE ·NGKIMLEAN (Malaysia) ·ClEMEITT IBE CHERN FAY (Singapore) 

• KKAS TRAINIING & (Malaysia) • FARRUKH SHARIF (USA) •'JWI GROUP PTE LTD (Singapore) ·RIDE D WAVE MARKET (Philippines) 

CONSUl.:I'ANCY • NOELLA M. STEVENS (USA} · YEOH KOK HEONG (Malaysia) ING 
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The restaurant is filled with a classy atmosphere. 
i!iitHfüJ6r.si*i 

Distributors who organized the Milan seminar. 
.::5 /-1!.::f--�.:tilLtdlR�r.s 

Posters announcing semlnars in ltaly and Moscow. 
¡§.ft!!0)-1!.::f--O)íl!J{l!Jffl�fü�.:f,;f-;1.J- 

The restaurant owner explains about Kangen Water. 
*O)m�����?�O)��-��- 
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�ong Kong /'l!f� 

SUPER 501 Serves Customers at 
Exclusive Restaurant 
�,u.,A�5��temattl>A-,t- so, 

In July, our young distributor, Pak Kong, supplied a Leveluk SUPER 501 
to an exclusive restaurant "Lavilla" in Hong Kong. As we all know, the Leve- • 
Luk SUPER 501 is a highly productive water ionizer, ideal for heavy 
commercial use. "With the machine's capacity, we can now provide a stable 
supply of ionized water for our custorners," says the manager of the restau 
rant, who was obviously very pleased. 

The SUPER 501 attracts much attention as it is placed right in the middle 
of the main counter of the restaurant. lt is often the occasion that the 
manager himself will go up to customers to share information regarding the 
water being served. 

Pak Kong talks about his future plan to "make further efforts in supplying PakKong,whointroducedtheSUPERSOl totherestaurant. 
;z-,i-501 O)fiBfrilf J i?t!fu Kangen to shops and facilities." 

large-Scale Seminars Held Across Europe 
3-[J,�,t�lil�rm11antc:;.;:m�1z�1"- 

Many business seminars are being held in various places around the 
world. Let's take a look at the seminars in ltaly, Holland (Netherlands) and 
Russia. 

On July l 1, a seminar was held in Milan, ltaly, where the city's symbolic 
architecture, Milan Cathedral (Duomo), can be found. The seminar was 
mostly aimed for Filipinos residing in Milan. and many of those who partic 
ipated were studiously listening to the lecture. The seminar on July 1 8, 
held in The Hague in Holland, also known as the "Royal City by the Sea," 
was a great success. Lastly, on August l 5, a seminar was held in Moscow 
and with the opening of an Enagic branch in the same city, promotional 
activities in Russia seem to now be set in full motion. 
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Many participants filled up the venue. 
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Enagic Training Center 
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The Enagic Training Center built in Porto, one of the majar cities locat 
ed along the Atlantic coast, has been heavily utilized by many of our 
distributors. On July 25, many participants gathered for the Enagic semi 
nar held at the center. 

AII of our lecturers received great responses from the audience, espe 
cially Dr. Domingos Pereira, M.D., who gave a compelling lecture present 
ing scientific and medical evidence and was greatly helpful in gaining the 
understanding of the participants 

On August l to 2, our 6A2 distributor, Yussa Marulli, held a boot camp in the city of Malang, East Java. 
The purpose of this camp was to share the successful results of the convention held in June and to 
re-establish and strengthen their team spirit. 

Marulli reserved the whole hotel, which is located in the plateau area of the city, solely for this event, in 
which 200 people participated. Surrounded by beautiful scenery and a pleasant climate, everyone engaged 
wholeheartedly in the program, which began with early morning exercises befare moving on to seminars, 
training sessions and other activities. Marulli concluded that the boot carnp "was a fulfilling 2 days in which 
everyone was able to reinforce their unity." 
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Doctor's Seminar Receives Great Response 
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200 Gather tor Boot camn on Scenic Plateaul 
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Chamnan Thiemjun being awarded 
during the convention this year. 
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7 th Year AmúverJary 

Hong Kong [H] 

JOth Year AmúverJary 
•Date/ August 1 Oth 
•Location/Hong Kong 
•Event/Enagic Hong Kong 

1 Oth Year Anniversary 
•M B/lOJ=llOB (±) 
•!M m/�;!! 
•±1J:pgff/I-J-:J,.:,,7�;!!�rr1om�i2� 

•oate/September 4th-Sth 
•Location/Dusseldorf, Germany 
•Event/Enagic EU 7th Year Anniversary 
•M B/9J=l4B (�) -sa (±) 
•:IIA m/r1''Y·'f:::i.·.:,,t1vl-'1v7 
•.±1J:pg3/I-J-:l·.:,,?EU�rr7ffl!�ic�fi· 

5 ?(l)Ji:n:; Five Kinds of Kangen 
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@)� 
Enagac -- 2nd & 3;;; 

(Cont'd frorn Pl) 
The Thiemjuns all share a common business philosophy: "Bring 

Kangen Water everywhere! Share Kangen benefits with everyone!" 
Following this mantra, they've made various efforts in spreading 
Kangen Water and the booth they opened at the "Health and 
Beauty Fair" held in Bangkok in 2014 proved to be very successful. 

The Thiemjuns' strong vision for the future comes from their pride 
in the Leveluk, "the best water ionizer in the world!. We will keep 
spreading Kangen Water throughout the country. We believe that 
Leveluk is the most necessary device for every family." 
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Hawáii [/\?11 

S11ecúil Training Seminar 
•oate/October 2nd-3rd 
•Location/Hawaii 
•Event/Special Training Seminar 
•M B/10J=l2B(�)-3B(±) 
•fl m/J\?1' 
•.±1J:pgff/�g1J f-L.,-=::.,1't�-J-- 

•oate/ August 21 st- 22nd 
•Location/Manila, Philippines 
•Event/Mr. lsobe's Training Session 

& Enagic Philippines Sth Year Anniversary 
•M B/813218(�)-22(±) 
•t1 m/7-<'Jl::'.'::.,·x=5 
•.±1J:pgff/ijlflll¡JIMiO)f-L,-=::.,1'& 
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�1,$:0)fl/i True Physical health CDi*IO)llfü l Bodily Constitution Kangen @ �I (tl) O)llfü 4 Appreciation/Compassion Kangen 
*111fO)flJi True Financia! health ��:!Jl1'ili&,O)Jl5t 2 Fair & High lncome Kangen @Jt!!l!ltt�I\O)Jl5t 5 Societal Support Kangen 
1i)O)i!li True Mental / Metaphysical health @'JiM'1' �O)J.�-�ti 3 Quick Return Kangen 

�O)ftO)�!Ji Realization of True Health 

Popa on stage as he represented 
his country in the June convention 
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Share Y our Visions with Others! 
He also had sorne helpful advice for sorne of the • 

beginner" distributors out there. 
"We have only ONE life to live and [Enagic gives us) 

the chance to accornplish whatever we wish for! But... 
without work, without REALL Y sharing Enagic's vision ... 
you are not going to get to the top! In life, luck is l %, the 
rest of it, for having true success, is WORK!" 

Thanks to Popa's devotions. Enagic is now spreading 
vastly across Eastern Europe. 

Achieving his Dream Home! 
Popa's first dream was to purchase his own car 

and a house. With his passionate distribution efforts, 
he was able to achieve both of these dreams. 

We asked hirn the secret to his success. Popa's 
reply? "My energy, rny power to [inspire) when I tell 
the TRUE stories about what Enagic is!" He also adds 
that his energy passes on and is shared arnong his 
tearn rnernbers, which then fuels the tearn's power. 
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Sebastian Popa 
1:?HA 7'� �·�H [Romanía/ Jt,-?.=:.7] 

We've invited our Brasov, Romanía distributor. 
Sebastian Popa, 32, to be the very first guest for 
this new segment: "The Journey: New 6A2-3." 
Popa became our new 6A2-3 distributor in May. 

Popa purchased his Leveluk machine in 2009. 
This year marked a big turning point in his life as 
he not only embarked on his Enagic Business, but 
also married the love of his life. 

Early on in his career, he had struggled a lot, not 
knowing the ins and outs of the business and 
leaving home for 5 straight days to conduct 
demos, seminars, etc. Even through the initial 
struggle, he never gave up and his team gradually 
grew bigger. 

But why was he able to devote himself to his 
business? He tells us that he was deeply 
impressed by the company's vision and was 
thoroughly convinced that the system would help 
him reach his dreams. 
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rfosííío 'Maehara 
Cnapter 1 '· 
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i As of this issue of E-Friends, we present anew series: "From Ok:inawa to the World! -The Suc 
cess Story of Hironari Ohshíro; • featuring the CEO Hironari Ohshiro's ,biography. The author of 
the book, Toshio Machara, who was also the-CEO's schoolmate in high school, currently resides in - - California and was ínfluential in bringing Enagic into the American market back in 2003. Sin ce 
then, Machara has been watching over the CEO and Enagic as our advisor.1 There is no one better 
suited to write the CEO's story than him. 

1 
This series will share excerpts from Macharas book, "The Success Story of Hironari Ohshiro: Quench- 

.ing the Thlrst for Global Success - From a tiny island to the world • publíshed in June. The fi.rst of this 
series will focus on the fi.rst half ofthe introduction from the book. [Editorial Department] 
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Fmm Ofjnawa 'to tfie__' Ulor{¡{/ · 
fJ"he Success Story ef Kt'ronan· Olisfiiro 
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Commercial High School days 
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eAuthor's Profile-------------------------- 
Born in Ok:inawa in 1941. Maehara graduated from Naba Commercial High School in 1960. 

After attending the U niversity of Hawaii, he graduated with an MBA from the U niversity of 
Southern California Graduate School and with an MA,,from the Fuller Theological Seminary. 
He is now actively work:ing as a consultant ata Japanese firm and also is a minister. He is the 
advisor of Enagic USA. 

\ ,, 

Behind the success Iies hardship, failures and setbacks - 
' Today, more people than ever before are dreaming of suc- 

cess and strívíng to achieve it. What's more; today more 
people than ever before have access to the chances and 
opportunities that wíll enable them to grasp hold of success. 
The world has grown smaller, we can now witness the suc- 
cess stories of those around us, - , · 

But look closely at the trajectory of a succéssful person, 
and you will likely see how, in most cases; these people have 
travelled a path fraught with great difficulty, adversity, 
obstacles, failures, and setbacks. . 

So, to those people who dream of success but have yet to achieve ·it, I say this : perhaps you have · 
símply failed to follow your dream to the end. You have bailed out too soon. 

Success is still within research, b�t to get there, you µe:,d energy in order to fuel the tenacity and - 
tolerance you11 need to keep hangíng on -just alittle longer-until you have reached your goal. 

Hironarí Ohshiro, the man this book takes as its subject, is a classic example of how to preserve on 
'the path to success. He has overcome challengers, stood firm infhe face of setbacks, and always 
sought to turn adversity into ópportunity. His ability to use turn-around thinking and keep a positive 
attitude has driven him forward. His is a unique success story, for a number of reasons. 

Fírsrly, he managed to create, from nothing, about 700,000 customers for his project around the 
world in a very short time. Secondly, be has refused to buckle in the face of failure. Thirdly, he has 
.developed a quite' distinctive way of doing things. And !).nally, �e embodíes the true entrepreneurial 
spirit, facing up to chalíenges aaned with nothing but déterminaríon and' imagination. 

We will explore Mr. Ohshiro's roots, Ok:inawa, and continue on his journey into business in the 
next issue of E-Friends. 
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Dog's Dry Fur Spray Beauty W ater"'.to 
This year's summer in Japan has been inordinately hot. Many have been rushed to the hospital dueto heatstroke and 

unfortunately, sorne deaths have even been reported. The ongoing sweltering heat wave is very taxing on the body. 
This is not limited to humans. Even my beloved dog seemed to have difficulty breathing, sticking his tongue out and 
panting. This heat may have affected his fur which seems to have lost its shine and looks utterly dry. This is unacceptable! 

• Give Them a Brush and Kili Two Birds with One Stone! 
By the way, 1 have a long-haired dog so daily brushing is absolutely necessary. 1 heard that spraying acidic water while 

brushing helps to make fur more silky ( • • )oh! 

• Spray Acidic Water to Moisturize 
Justas acidic water moisturizes your hair and cleanses your skin, it should have the same effect on your little furry friend 

and they will /ove you for it! Beautiful fur and beautiful hair, make SUCH a dreamy pairo- ("") Ji 

• Don't Over-Shampoo your Animal Friend 
My dog leves to be brushed, so I thought I would talk about brushing and how to bring back the shine in your 

animals' coat. 
Unlike huma ns, it is not good for dogs to be washed every day. Not only can over-shampooing cause loss of shine 

but it can also make it harder to get rid of any dirt. lnstead, brushing their fur regularly can keep your dog's body 
and fur clean. ... :_/ --- . - . ---- ---� 

Players sprinted for the ball in the rain. 
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Passionate opening speech by the CEO 
(interpreter on the right). 
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Full of nervous excitement, the players 
ílne-up for the opening ceremony. 
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On July 15 at the Okinawa prefectura! office, CEO Hironari Ohshiro attended a press conference as 
honorary chairman for the "Enagic Cup 1 st Okinawa lnternational Youth Tournament" and explained 
the company's motivation for sponsorship: 

"As a global company, we saw the importance of contributing to soccer, one of the major sports in 
the world, and hada strong desire to aid in the development of both youth and sports in Okinawa." 

The very first tournament took place on July 19 and 20, at the Okinawa City Athletic Field, where 
37 teams from Okinawa, 7 teams from Taiwan and 1 team from Hong Kong played against each 
other in the preliminary and final games. Each team of 8 players competed against each other in 
categories of U-12 (under 12), U-1 O and U-8. Undeterred by the heavy rain brought on by the 
approaching typhoon, the young footballers were full of energy, shouting encouragement to each 
other as Mr. and Mrs. Ohshiro looked on. The Okinawan teams admirably took 1 st place in all 3 
categories. 

The Enauic Cup Kicks 0111 
Enagic Sponsors an lnternational 
Youth Soccer Tournament in Okinawa 
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Our golfers achieved great results at the 
"Okinawa Junior Golf Championship". 
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Golfer Arakaki featured on TV in a sports 
news segment. 
iv;z;r,-•y =1-;z1-�•JJ::lf1:>ntdlí±ful!J. 
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On July 21, Yukiko Takahashi placed second in the "9th Kyushu Elementary School Golf 
Tournament" in Fukuoka Prefecture earning herself a ticket to compete in the national 
tournament. Also in Fukuoka, on July 23, 5 boys and 3 girls from our academy competed in the 
"35th Kyushu Junior Golf Championship." Ranking high in the championship from our academy, 
were a junior high school girl and three high schoolers (two boys and one girl) who have 
attained the pass to move on to the national tournament. 

On July 30, Hayate Tagawa and Rina Sadoyama won the 'Early Elementary' and 'Junior & High 
School Girls' categories respectively in the "19th Okinawa Junior Golf Championship." In all, 16 
boys and 13 girls from the academy participated and everyone achieved great results at the 
championship. 

Hina Arakaki has become the first amateur to rank among the top ten in 3 consecutive 
pro-tournaments and has already qualified to play in the majar, "Japan Women's Open Golf 
Championship," scheduled this October. 

Superb Plav bv the Enauic Goll Academv Studentsl 
Arakaki Consecutivelv Ranks HiUh in Pro Tours 
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The grand opening of the restaurant (July 1 st) 
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Kangen Water on the Scene 
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Vita Italiana 
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Address: 38 Mosque Street, Singapore 
Phone: +65 6220 0093 

Síngapore/'> �iJ� - 1v 

In the multiracial nation, Singapore, the most prominent ethnic group is the people with Chinese heritage, 
which make up 80% of the country's population. China Town, from it's establishment in the early 19th century, 
when it was appointed as the residential area far the Chinese immigrants, has grown famous as a place to enjoy 
Chinese culture while in Singapore. Many Chinese still reside in this area and the streets are bustling with various 
businesses. 

There, the ltalian restaurant, Vita Italiana, made its debut in July and Leveluk SUPER 501 was installed far the 
restaurant's opening. According to the owner of the restaurant, by installing Leveluk, they hope to improve the 
quality of cooking and hygiene. Kangen Water is used in most of their food and drinks and Strong Alkaline Water 
and Strongly Acidic Electrolytic Water is used far daily cleaning and disinfecting cookware. They have already 
noticed improvements and are making good use of the Leveluk's abilities. 

The restaurant is customer friendly with menus written in not only English and Chinese, but also in Japanese 
and Korean. One of the main attractions of the restaurant, though, is that it is safe and reliable thanks to the use 
of Leveluk. 
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Sale and Reliable Restaurant in China Town! 
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Distributors demonstrated sorne impress 
ive footwork. 
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Members of the Zhongshan distributors' 
team. 
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Zaidul Akbar (left), who is beginning his 
advance into the lndian market. 
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China ;q:i� ------------------- 

The Distributors' Soccer Team Kicks 0111 
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The preparation far the opening of our India Branch has been on a steady roll. Those who 
have been anticipating this launch have already begun their advance on the lndian market. Far 
instance, our 6A2 Indonesia distributor, Zaidul Akbar, has begun his distribution efforts in the 
city of Kannur, located in the southern state of Kerala. 

The majority of lndonesian citizens are Muslim and Zaidul is aiming to appeal to this group 
since 10% of the 1.2 billion population in India are also Muslim. lt seems that the "Circle of 
Compassion" is finally spreading to India, one ofthe largest nations in the world. 

Distributors Advance into ludian Market 
��1tl" ,?,fti�f.sO)-(� t-:iffi:±i 

The distributors of Zhongshan City, Guangdong have a soccer team called, Zhongshan 
Football Club. Even with the current soccer boom in China, it is still amazing to think we have a 
soccer team comprised only of our Enagic distributors. 

They have already been competing in a number of games and sporting matching uniforms 
that have "Kangen Water" written on the front. So the question here is: what of their athletic 
abilities? Well, we will have to wait and see. As soccer is the most popular sport in the world, it 
may not be a farfetched idea to one day, have distributors compete against each other in the 
Enagic World Cup! 
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Leveluk SUPER 501 installed in the kitchen area. 
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Wine bottles line the wall of the restaurant. 
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Relaxing and chic atmosphere of the restaurant. 
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My Very OwP-_ Kangen Vehicle 

Our Hong Kong distributor, Ellen Leung, has recently purchased her very own Kangen Car. 
She uses the car to spread the "Circle of Compassion" throughout Hong Kong and various 
other locations. "The word painted on the car alone, has a massive promoting effect," 
commented Leung. We look forward to her further successes in spreading Kangen. 
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